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Guide for 
CHOOSING THE 

RIGHT LABEL
Choosing the right label; one that will not fade, crack, peel off, curl or 
generally disappoint is not difficult. It just means you must know what 
your label is to stick to and for how long.

All label manufacturers have a variety of adhesives and media that will adhere to almost anything. A label representative 
can analyze your requirements and recommend the right label for the job.

WHAT SURFACE?

The surface you apply your label to an 

important consideration. If the surface 

is smooth, clean and dry, you should 

have no difficulties with label adhesion. 

If the surface is textured, oily or greasy, 

you will have a challenge with adhesion. 

Cleaning the surface is the best 

solution, or you may require a specialty 

adhesive to fill in the surface texture. 

Oil and grease is a challenge, so trying 

samples in your application is a 

necessity.

There are label adhesives that will stick 

to new rubber tires, oil drums, frozen 

food warehouse shelves  (at minus 24 

degrees Celsius) and even the space 

shuttle!

Label cracking is due to expansion and 

contraction of the surface where the 

label is applied. Peeling or curling is 

typically a problem of using the wrong 

label substrate for the job. The 

substrate is the material to which the 

label adhesive layer is applied. If you 

wish your label to look good and to last, 

you must choose a quality substrate. 

HOW LONG?

How long does your label need to last? A 

shipping carton label only need last until it 

is delivered, but a safety sign or label needs 

to last as long as possible.

Shipping cartons use a paper label and wax 

resin ribbon (a wax-based ink process). 

Paper is inexpensive. Resin ink will offer 

enough durability to see the label and 

carton thru to its intended target. Standard 

adhesive is applied to these labels.

Specialty labels can stand up to 

presentation, but allow the consumer to 

raise a corner and lift the label to open the 

package. Pressing down and smoothing 

out reseals the label. Conversely, pricing 

labels are almost impossible to remove -- 

especially on that gift you just purchased.

Topcoats protect the print and the media 

the print is sitting on. If your label is 

exposed to UV rays, chemicals, or abrasion 

you should consider a topcoat. Topcoats 

come in different forms but all are easily 

applied (or are included with the label) to 

protect your message and label. Label 

cartridges can be specified to include this 

protection. For large format labels (such as 

4” X 24” cable tray markers), a clear 

topcoat film can be easily applied. 

High traffic area labels, like the footsteps 

you see in Home Depot, have an adhesive 

that will stick to concrete and a topcoat 

that will stand up to abrasion. 

Gone are the days of worrying about 

colour fading. The colour you choose is the 

colour you keep! UV inhibitors and 

topcoats applied to labels have helped to 

tame colour fading. Think sunscreen for 

your label!


